Recently, an ionized cloud of gas was discovered plunging toward the supermassive black hole, SgrA*, at the centre of the Milky Way. The cloud is being tidally disrupted along its path to closest approach at ∼3100
Introduction
Observations of the galactic centre recently yielded a cloud of ionized gas and dust falling inward on a nearly radial orbit.
1 The cloud will reach pericenter in the summer of already experiencing substantial tidal disruption. At the same time, the Galactic centre hosts an extreme flux of ionizing and Far Ultraviolet (FUV) photons. Proto-planetary disks in the ionizing environment near O stars in the Trapezium cluster are known to experience photoevaporation. 10 The stars experience mass loss due to heating both by FUV and by Lyman limit photons. 11 The former heat the disk to ∼10 3 K, generating outflows at the sound speed of ∼3 km s −1 , corresponding to the escape velocity at a distance ∼100 AU (m * /M ) from the star. Well within this distance, the FUV-driven outflow is diminished, though not entirely quenched. 12 At the ∼10 AU and smaller distances of interest here and given the extreme ionizing environment, Lyman continuum (ionizing) photons dominate the outflow, generating a ∼10 4 K ionized outflow moving at the sound speed of ∼10 km s −1 .
This speed matches the escape velocity at a distance of d esc ∼ 10 AU (m * /M ) from the star. Loss from smaller distances occurs at a reduced rate, but still generates a ∼10 km s
outflow by the time the gas reaches d esc .
Which process-tidal stripping or photoevaporation-dominates mass loss from the disk? Currently, tidal stripping dominates the unbinding of mass from the star, and at large distances from the star tidal stripping determines the ultimate fate of the gas. However, the outflow properties of the observed cloud are nevertheless currently determined by photoevaporation. This can be understood as follows. Gas at a distance d > d t from its host star is accelerated by the tidal potential to a relative speed of ∆v as it moves of order its own radius away from its host star: ∆v ∼ (GM BH and ∆v ∼ 10 km s −1 (m * /M ) 1/3 at the tidal radius, comparable to the wind outflow rate.
Hence, the motion of tidally decoupled gas is dominated by the tidal field. At earlier times in the star's plunge, ∆v was smaller, meaning that wind gas flowed out of the tidal radius faster than tidally disrupted gas. Currently, near the disk edge, the dynamics of previously ejected gas are set by properties of the wind, while on the ∼100 AU scale of the cloud, tidal evolution overwhelms wind motions.
Although the current mass disruption rate of the proto-planetary disk,Ṁ dis , is larger than the wind outflow rate,Ṁ w , wind gas emitted at earlier times dominates the currently observed cloud. In the short time that the infalling star has spent in an enhanced tidal field with d t < d out , the disk has only had the opportunity to expand by a fraction of its ∼10 AU size. At d = 8AU, the time since d t = d along the infalling star's orbit is ∆t = 3yr for m * = 0.3M . Decoupled material has traveled only ∼∆v∆t ∼ 4 AU further from the host star in that time. Figure 2 illustrates this point. We ask how far a test particle, released at a given disk radius, d, from the star when d t = d and moving only under the gravity of the black hole, will be from its current orbit. Exterior to the decoupled material, gas originally launched in a wind dominates.
The tidal decoupling rate in the disk isṀ dis ∼ 2πΣd tḋt ∼ 2πΣd tṙ (m / 
On the cloud's original orbit, Dynamics of stripped gas. Currently, gas farther than ∼12 AU from the star (for m * = 0.3M ; see Figure 2 ) was originally ejected in the photoevaporative wind. This ejected material (which starts in a ring-like configuration) itself undergoes tidal stripping.
Along the star's original orbit, the extent of the wind moving at ∼ 10 km s −1 is set by the original 24 AU tidal radius. Since gas requires only 10 years to travel 24 AU at 10 km s −1 , this wind scale applies even if the wind region was disrupted by close stellar encounters or more distant encounters with the black hole at some point in the past.
As the star plunges toward the Galactic centre, its disk and wind are pulled off in shells as the tidal radius shrinks (Figure 3) . The time for a parcel of wind to travel at −1 from 10 to 100 AU is comparable to the 70 year time to plunge to pericenter on the cloud's current orbit. This wind-generated cloud in turn experiences tidal disruption.
By its current location, the original wind cloud will have reached an extent of a few hundred AU. Figure 2 illustrates this extent for m * = 0.3M . We note that although previous close encounters with the black hole may have stripped the disk to smaller than its original size, the disk wind is regenerated over each orbit. As long as the disk size exceeds d esc and most of the disk mass remains intact, our wind calculation remains valid. If the disk is stripped to smaller sizes, a wind will still be blown, but with reducedṀ w .
Ram pressure of the ambient gas exceeds the ram pressure of the photoevaporative wind when n amb v 2 > nv 2 w , where n amb is the ambient number density of gas and v is the star's velocity along its orbit. The characteristic density of ambient gas within the central 1.5pc is n amb ∼ 10 3 cm −3 . 20 Models place the density at ∼ 3 × 10 2 -6 × 10 3 cm −3 at the cloud's current location and ∼ (1-5) × 10 2 cm −3 on its original orbit. 16 Along the star's original orbit, v ≈ 700 km s −1 , and the ram pressure force from the disk wind roughly balances ram pressure with the ambient medium at the star's tidal radius. Currently, v ≈ 2300 km s −1 , so ram pressure with the surrounding medium has increased by 1-2 orders of magnitude at comparable separations from the star, and the tidally-disrupted photoevaporative wind is undergoing ram pressure stripping. Nevertheless, at the current tidal radius, the two pressures remain in rough balance and our estimates of the mass loss rate are therefore valid. As the cloud continues its plunge toward the super-massive black hole, its outer (tidally detached) extent will be shaped by ram pressure stripping. From the total Brγ line luminosity, the discovery paper 1 calculates an electron density of 2.6 × 10 5 (d/125AU ) −3/2 , in excellent agreement with our prediction. In Figure 4a , we also plot the contribution to the total line luminosity as a function of radial scale. Since the luminosity is proportional to n 2 d 3 , this contribution peaks at the outer edge of the disk, but the contribution from the extended cloud falls off slowly, as 1/d, so that about 1/5 of the line luminosity comes from 100 AU scales. We note that though the majority of Brγ emission comes from the 10-20 AU scale of the tidally expanded disk, the majority of the mass in the cloud is at large scales since the cloud mass is proportional to nd 3 ∝ d. At these large scales, full hydrodynamic simulations including ram pressure stripping and tidal gravity in 3D are required to match in detail the surface brightness, shape, and velocity width of the observed emission. One might naively expect the surface of the cloud to be Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable. 1 However, observations of cold fronts in X-ray clusters indicate that gas clouds moving at a Mach number of order unity through a hot (∼ keV) ambient medium maintain a smooth surface, probably due to "magnetic draping".
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Discussion
We predict (Figure 4b ) that the total Brγ luminosity of the cloud will increase as it approaches pericenter. This future evolution of a debris cloud around a low-mass star on a Keplerian orbit is easily distinguishable from that of a pressure-confined cloud with no self gravity or central mass supply. We further predict that with better resolution, the specific intensity of the line should increase since most of the emission is coming from a smaller spread in velocities than is currently resolved.
The dust in the wind, in analogy to dust in HII regions, does not reach temperature equilibrium with the 10 4 K gas. Gillessen et al. argue that the dust continuum emission at about 550 K comes from small, transiently heated grains, having a total mass equal to ∼10 −5 the total gas mass of the cloud. 
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We note that alternative explanations invoking mass loss during rare evolutionary phases of stars (such as a proto-planetary nebula around an emerging white dwarf or a debris envelope around a merged blue straggler), have a much lower probability of occurance than our scenario. They share the requirement for a rare kick, but involve progenitors which are much less abundant than low-mass stars in the ring of young stars around SgrA*.
The existence of proto-planetary disks in galactic nuclei has important implications: it could lead to a fragmentation cascade to comets, asteroids, and dust around quasars, 20 and to bright flares due to the tidal disruption of planets, 21 as well as transits of hypervelocity stars. 22 In the Milky Way centre, the debris of proto-planetary disks offers a new probe of the low mass end of the mass distribution of stars which are too faint to be detected otherwise.
Acknowledgements. We thank Andi Burkert, Reinhard Genzel, and Chris McKee for stimulating discussions. AL was supported in part by NSF grant AST-0907890 and NASA grants NNX08AL43G and NNA09DB30A. We assume that the material is instantaneously decoupled from the star when its separation equals the tidal radius and that it subsequently moves as a test particle in the gravitational field of the supermassive black hole. At the time of its decoupling, the test particle is started with the orbital parameters that the cloud had at time d/v * prior to decoupling, and the full separation between the test particle and the star is thereafter calculated as a function of time. Red portions of the curve represent gas initially in the disk, while blue portions represent gas initially in the photoevaporative cloud. For gas currently observed in the cloud, the tidal evolution depicted here dominates the wind structure at large scales, while the wind outflow at ∼ 10 km s −1 dominates the structure of recently ejected gas near the disk rim. At pericenter, tidal evolution determines the structure of the entire wind. 
, where d i is the initial separation of the gas from the host star and we use a disk scale-height h d ∼ 0.1d. We show the ionized density, n + at the current epoch (black, solid) and at the time of pericenter passage (red, solid) for m * = 0.3M . Where wind gas dominates, we estimate
M /yr, assuming that the wind geometry is not yet spherically symmetric. We choose d out to be the current outer limit of the tidally disrupting disk. This estimate is not good at the largest separations, where tidal evolution and ram pressure stripping modify the gas density (see text). Where the disk itself is present, the neutral gas number density in the disk (gray dotted, current; orange dotted, pericenter) is 5-8 orders of magnitude larger than the ionized number density at the disk surface. We therefore set n + = n b , the number density at the base of the ionized wind experience sufficient orbital evolution over its lifetime due to scattering interactions at all distances to be placed on a highly eccentric orbit while avoiding single encounters that strip the disk, and then (ii) experience a final, strong encounter that substantially alters the star's pericenter distance, again without stripping its disk. Requirement (ii) is needed so that the disk's extent was not already truncated by tidal stripping at a comparable pericenter location during a previous plunge toward the black hole.
We note that disk winds can be driven by photoionization even if the disk is truncated at closer distances to the host star than those estimated above, so requirement (ii) is not strictly needed for our model. However, if requirement (ii) is not satisfied, the mass loss rate in the disk's wind and hence the observed cloud density will be lower than estimated in the main text.
In order to investigate these requirements, we first consider the stripping potential of a single scattering encounter. We demonstrate that a final, strong encounter with a high mass star or intermediate mass black hole 18 can change the pericenter distance of a plunging star without stripping its proto-planetary disk. We then show that, given choices about the distribution of massive perturbers that are consistent with observations, evolution of a low-mass star to a highly eccentric orbit followed by a strong final encounter could happen with reasonably high probability, all without disk stripping.
A single scattering encounter with a perturber of mass m pert at impact parameter b and with relative velocity at infinity v enc changes a star's velocity by ∆v * ∼ (Gm pert /b 2 )(2b/v enc ).
A given change in velocity ∆v * hence requires an impact parameter b ∼ 2Gm pert /(v enc ∆v * ).
Such an encounter tidally strips disk gas at radii r d where the induced relative velocity between the star and its orbiting material, ∆v tid ∼ (Gm pert /b 2 )(2r d /b)(2b/v enc ) exceeds the star's escape velocity v esc, * = (2Gm * /r d ) 1/2 . Note that because we will be interested in ∆v * ≤ v enc , we can ignore gravitational focusing in our estimate of ∆v tid (encounters are not parabolic, as is often assumed in calculations of disk stripping during close stellar passages).
During an encounter that changes the stellar velocity by ∆v * , the disk is stripped at radii In the numerical evaluation above, we have normalized v th to the isothermal sound speed for ionized hydrogen at T = 2 × 10 4 K. The exact ionized gas temperature depends on gas metallicity (higher metallicity leads to more effective cooling) and on the typical energies of ionizing photons (softer spectra generate lower temperatures). We choose two reference encounter velocities. First, v enc = 300 km s −1 is the difference between (4/3)v apo,f and the velocity of a star also reaching apocenter at r apo but having an eccentricity of 0.4, consistent with the average eccentricity of massive ring stars, which is observed to be Having established that a final strong encounter can cause a disk-laden star to plunge toward the black hole without stripping the disk, we now consider the probability of such a history for a star in the Galactic centre. We calculate the rate of delivery of low mass stars onto highly eccentric orbits, the probability of a final encounter that substantially changes the star's pericenter distance, and the likelihood that a star could be delivered onto a plunging orbit without experiencing a disk-stripping encounter during its lifetime.
We make choices about the mass function of stars in the region that are simultaneously optimistic for our theory and consistent with observations. First, what is the rate of delivery of low-mass stars onto highly eccentric orbits?
Over its lifetime T , each low-mass star is scattered multiple times by ring stars of mass m pert at impact parameters b > b min , where b min is the typical minimum encounter distance after an elapsed time T . The value of b min is set by the encounter rate
b min must be large enough that disk disrupting encounters are not common. We quantify this constraint below. Here, N pert is the number of perturbing ring stars, v rel is the typical relative velocity between perturbers and the low-mass star, R = r apo = 8400AU is the local ring radius, h ∼ σ /Ω is the ring scale height (with h/R ∼ 10 • ), 15 σ is the velocity dispersion of ring stars, and Ω = (GM BH /R 3 ) 1/2 is the angular orbital velocity of the ring.
We include an order unity factor, ζ, to more accurately approximate the number density of perturbers. We will show below that ζ ∼ 5 given our fiducial choices for N pert and R. The 
where J c = R 2 Ω is the specific angular momentum of a star on a circular orbit at the ring radius R, and ln Λ ≡ ln(0.08 pc/b min ) is the Coulomb logarithm due to multiple gentle scatterings. Though the diffusion time for stars with angular momentum J J c is shorter than the relaxation time T rel ≡ J 2 c /D, by a factor 25 of (J/J c ) 2 , the fraction of phase space occupied by low angular momentum orbits is also proportional to (J/J c ) 2 , so that a population of N * low-mass stars in the the young stellar ring produces low angular momentum stars a rate
as long as the system is sufficiently relaxed. We return to the question of relaxation below.
At early times, v rel ∼ v rand , and at late times v rel ∼ RΩ. However, we note that at late times, the number of perturbers available with comparable relative velocities could easily be a factor of RΩ/v rand ∼ 3 higher given contributions from stellar remnants in the isotropic population, so in estimating our rates, we employ v rel = v rand . We note that though it plunges interior to the ring's extent as it approaches pericenter, the cloud nevertheless spends more than half of its orbital time within the ring (near apocenter). As demonstrated above, In contrast, the mass function of observed stars both interior and exterior to the young stellar ring is consistent with a Salpeter/Kroupa initial mass function (IMF). 27 We suppose for the sake of argument that the IMF in the young ring changes its slope to the N-body simulations. However, we must worry about the rate calculation in equation (S4) because the young stellar ring is not relaxed. 25 The angular momentum relaxation time T rel ∼ 3 × 10 8 yr, and we are interested in timescales more than an order of magnitude shorter than this. We perform a set of N-body simulations using the Mercury6 hybrid 
where ∆ is the binsize. To calculate D, we use equation (S3) with R = 10 4 AU, h/R = 10 • , ζ = π and ln Λ = 7. At late times, phase space fills and N = N * (J/J c ) 2 ∆, as expected.
At 6 Myr, the transition between these regimes is marginal, and small number statistics generate a large variation in outcomes given our fiducial parameters.
The expected closest approach distance, b min , and the rate of orbital evolution,
the number of stars delivered onto plunging orbits over the age of the system, T . Finally, we return to the probability of a final strong encounter that altered the plunging star's pericenter distance from 2r p to r p . The ratio of scattering events at b min to weak scatterings is 1/(ln Λ), so about 1/7 injected stars will come in with a strong (i.e., b ∼ b min ) final scattering event. The rate of orbital evolution due to "ideal" strong scatterings with a favorable encounter velocity due to the encounter geometry is increased relative to the rate of typical strong scatterings by the ratio of the typical to the favorable encounter velocity (gravitational focusing triumphs) and is decreased by the fraction of time spent by a perturber with a favorable velocity. How likely strong scatterings are to occur at favorable encounter velocities depends on the details of the distribution of perturbers, but since we prefer encounters near perturbers' apocenters, where they spend the most time, stars could diffuse into orbits similar to that of the gas cloud around SgrA*. Is this delivery rate sufficient? A disk orbiting a 0.3M star must have a pericenter distance approximately 2-3 times larger than that of the current cloud in order to remain undisrupted at d esc . On such an orbit, the disk will remain bound indefinitely, and the wind will be regenerated over each orbital period, making the probability of observing such an object in the Galactic centre close to unity. Our calculations are sufficiently approximate that the infalling cloud may represent a long-lived, tidally truncated disk with a continually regenerated wind. If, on the other hand, we need a final kick that recently reduced the pericenter distance of the cloud by a factor of two, that kick needed to generate ∆J/J = 1/4, as calculated above.
Such final strong kicks will occur at approximately 16/7 of the delivery rate, where the factor of 16 comes from (J/∆J) 2 and the factor of 7 comes from the Coulomb log. Over the 140 year period of the cloud, the probability that an infalling disk reaches the current cloud pericenter for the first time is ∼0.1%. If the cloud is indeed on its first plunge after a pericenter modification of a factor of two, we are somewhat fortunate to observe it.
Our calculated probability is high enough that observing a plunging young star hosting a proto-planetary disk is plausible. We do not argue that the presence of such an object is likely a priori, but rather than the observed young cloud has properties that can be naturally explained given our scenario, and furthermore, our model generates predictions about the future evolution of the cloud that are not common to the pressure-confined cloud model proposed by the discovery team. 1 If our scenario is correct, photoevaporating proto-planetary disks with pericenter distances 2-3 times that of the infalling cloud should be common.
We note that if our suggestion is correct and observations over the next few years confirm that the infalling gas cloud arises from the tidal evolution of a wind blowing off a circumstellar disk, more exotic sources for such a disk need not be considered. For example, a grazing collision between a star and a stellar mass black hole could both put the star onto a sufficiently eccentric orbit and generate debris, a small fraction of which might settle into a disk around the star. 33 However, we consider such a history less natural than our interpretation of the infalling cloud as a young proto-planetary disk.
Other similar systems. Several previous observations in the region of the Galactic centre might also be attributable to proto-planetary disks. Clenet et al. found a flaring infrared source in the L band at a projected separation of ∼0.003pc = 670 AU from SgrA*. 34 The emission is not likely to be stellar since no K-band counterpart was detected (implying (K − L ) > 3) and the source appears extended. If the emission is associated with dust, it corresponds to a dust temperature of ∼ 10 3 K with a total luminosity of ∼10L . It is possible that this source is of similar origin to the observed infalling cloud considered here, for which K s , L , and M band fluxes imply emission from 1 dust with a temperature of 550 ± 90K and a total luminosity of ∼5L .
Fritz et al. found that 9 out of 15 objects detected in the K s and H-bands in the star complex IRS 13E (∼0.14pc = 3 × 10are very red, consistent with them being warm dust clumps. 35 In principle, these dust clumps could be formed by the evaporation of proto-planetary disks around young stars in this complex.
Finally, Muzic et al. reported another star complex IRS 13N at a similar projected separation from SgrA*. 36 This complex has a radius of ∼2000 AU and includes extremely red sources with colors of either dust-embedded stars older than a few Myr or extremely young stars with ages 1 Myr. The latter interpretation is supported by the fact that six of the sources are close in projection and show very similar proper motion whose coherence is not expected to survive over an orbital time. Such young stellar objects could naturally host proto-planetary disks of the type required to explain the infalling cloud considered here.
Compact star clusters such as IRS 13N (or IRS 13E), with mass estimates of a few thousand solar masses, could also serve as massive perturbers able to scatter a low-mass star onto the orbit of the plunging cloud.
